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Non-medicos hit the streets against reservations:
Rally draws close to 500 people at Jantar Mantar: Software professionals, ex-IITians, DU students, IP Students, NSIT,RWAs show up. 
New Delhi, 20th May :
The Solidarity Rally organised by various non-medico groups at Jantar Mantar saw ordinary residents of Delhi coming out in strong numbers for the first time since the campaign started. Close to 1000 people assembled over an hour at 10 a.m. on Saturday morning in response to a collective effort involving various students groups, professional and even senior citizen, residents and trade groups. 
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The swelling numbers required a company of the RAF to be summoned on the spot. However, leaders of the campaign were clear that no violence would be tolerated. 
Aditya Raj, campaign & media coordinator for United Students said that the response was overwhelming saying "It is always difficult to call out working classes out on streets. But it is the collective efforts of various students and other groups of Delhi that such a good show has been organised." 
Today's rally was jointly organised by United Students, a DU and private colleges group in Delhi; Bharat Uday Mission, an IIT and JNU group; Pukar, a software professionals group; URJA, the all-Delhi RWA federation; and a number of independent residents and participants from the NCR 
Mr. R.S. Gupta came all the way from Rajasthan to be part of this rally; " I was concerned that the correct impression must go to the government that it is not only medicos that are affected and that the issue is much larger than that", he said. " The curse of caste must go," he added. 
A number of IIT alumnii was also present to rally support for the cause. Satvik, an IIT Kharagpur alumnii has been there all through this campaign to ensure that the focus of the movement remains the abolition of the caste factor from reservations. Robin, of the Bharat Uday Mission termed the rally a huge success given the resistance of middle class people to hit the streets. 
" As compared to institutional actions by colleges, I will give this gathering a higher score for the kind of diverse people it has collected", he said. file_2.png
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The crowd chanted slogans incessantly and refused to relent all through the two hours that they were there. Mr. Arjun Singh was the butt of many a slanderous rhymes which were officially expunged by the saner elements in the crowd. 
Promod Chawla, Convenor of URJA, the all-Delhi RWA federation said "This is a different rally from the ones we have seen earlier. The mix of so many different streams is finally giving this campaign a rounded image which has become a little one-sided due to the vigorous campaign by medicos. Hopefully this will continue," he said. 
 
United Students has condemned the attack on their supporters of Bharatuday Mission in JNU Campus late last night. Meanwhile, members of Bharatuday Mission staged a day long hunger strike to show solidarity with the students movement. 
 
Similar Solidarity Day protests were also conducted in Pune,Trivendrum,Hyderabad,Mumbai,Bhopal, and other cities.
 
For more information, pl. contact Aditya Raj on 9873297834
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